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Message from the President

Improve Yourself for the Benefit of Others:
Value the Spirit of Toyo University

I am Etsuko Yaguchi. On April 1, 2020, I was appointed Toyo
University President. I have taken up this quite heavy baton from
former President Makio Takemura, who has been the
longest-serving Toyo University President and who led the
University to remarkable development. For 133 years since Enryo
Inoue founded Tetsugakukan ( Philosophy Academy ) in 1887,
Toyo University has made continued progress as one of the
leading general universities in Japan based on its founding spirit:
The Basis of All Learning Lies in Philosophy. I am resolutely
determined to carry out the very important mission to inherit the
University s tradition and further develop it.
I would like to extend my heartfelt congratulations to new students
on starting their campus lives. At the same time, let me apologize to
new students for disappointing them by cancelling the entrance
ceremony, which they have looked forward to. Some new students
may feel as if they had lost the splendid ﬁrst page of the album that
records their lives at the University. In the extremely diﬃcult
situation with the worldwide spread of the new coronavirus disease,
we had to make the diﬃcult decision to cancel the ceremony in order
to protect new students from the virus and accomplish the social
mission of preventing the wider spread of the infectious disease.
I suppose that senior students may also feel very disappointed
that the new academic year has started with many restrictions
due to self-restraint, preventing them from having enough time
to share the joy of meeting again with each other and feel excited
at the existence of new students. I hope that the situation will
improve as early as possible and upper-class students will be able
to communicate with each other more closely than before and give
helpful advice to new students.

beneﬁt of others. Meanwhile, if he saw that even people who have
total mastery of computers as the fruit of the development of
science and technology are at the mercy of baseless rumors and
false information as artiﬁcial mysteries, he would admonish them,
Improve your power of judgment so that you can identify the
truth. I also imagine that he would view the virus as a material
mystery that can break through all kinds of barriers, including
national borders and racial diﬀerences, and would maintain that
scientists should assume the responsibility to identify it and save
the lives and minds of people.*
We have always valued improving oneself for the beneﬁt of
others and striving in action as the Heart of Toyo University. I
believe that Toyo University should pursue a path of persistently
tackling various challenges faced by the human race and taking
action to create value that can make people truly happy by using the
tools of sincere academic curiosity and new knowledge based on it.
The prosperity of an increasingly globalizing society and the
occurrence of global challenges are always two sides of the same
coin. I hope that all students will continue taking steady steps in
their studies so that they become able to identify what we humans
should really fear and what the mysterious really is, and lead a
fulﬁlling life maintaining their inner calm.
＊ Reference: Lectures on Mystery Studies by Enryo Inoue, 1896.
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The spread of infection not only prevents people from living
their ordinary lives but also characteristically makes them
experience anxiety about an invisible source of fear. I wonder
what Enryo Inoue would think about this situation. He might
praise medical professionals who strive against the disease despite
the risk of being infected as brave people who strive for the

Etsuko Yaguchi is a professor at the Faculty of Letters, and a PhD in the Humanities.
She studied in the doctoral course at the Graduate School of Humanities and
Sciences, Ochanomizu University, and fulﬁlled all requirements excluding the
dissertation there. She specializes in social education and lifelong learning studies.
Since assuming the position of professor Faculty of Letters at Toyo University in
2003, she has served as Director of the Center for Social Contribution, Dean of the
Faculty of Letters, a Councilor of the Toyo University Incorporated Educational
Institution, etc. Since April 2020, she has been Toyo University President.

Toyo University Student Support
Campus life is packed with encounters with people, learning, and opportunities to take up new challenges. New students in particular may hold high
expectations for their own self-development but sometimes feel concerned about various experiences completely new to them. To enable all students
to study without concern while maintaining their high motivation, Toyo University oﬀers them many support programs. Make the maximum use of
campus facilities and make your campus life fulﬁlling in order to upgrade your learning and keep yourself healthy mentally and physically.

Office of Learning Support Services
Learning Support Center
I m concerned about how to study at university…

Libraries

PC Classrooms

I want my own study base.

I want to work with a PC using free time.

If you are concerned about your studies, the Learning Support Center helps you maintain or increase
your own motivation to study. Experienced advisers
and other staﬀ give you guidance on how to write
academic papers and theses or advise you on
English proﬁciency tests or other matters.

If so, use university libraries. They boast not only a
large collection of books covering a wide variety of
ﬁelds and learning spaces but also a collection of about
23,000 e-books and learning commons, where you can
have group discussions or prepare presentations in
groups. You can use the libraries in various ways.

PCs in PC classrooms are installed with Word,
Excel, PowerPoint and other applications and are
connected to the Internet. Therefore, even if you
are not carrying a laptop with you, you can write
a thesis or paper on campus.

https://www.toyo.ac.jp/academics/learning-sc/

https://www.toyo.ac.jp/library/top/

https://www.toyo.ac.jp/toyonet/ information/pc/

Campus Life Support
Health Consultation Office/
Health Center
I m in poor shape…

If so, visit the Health Consultation Oﬃce or Health Center
on your campus. You can consult a doctor there. The Health
Consultation Oﬃce/Health Center also introduces medical
institutions and supports students health management in
order to enable students to lead a healthy campus life.
https://www.toyo.ac.jp/academics/student-support/support/dispensary/

Student Counselling Office
I m suﬀering distress that I hesitate to talk about to others.

I want to easily consult someone by phone.

At the Student Support Oﬃce or Student Consultation Oﬃce on your
campus, you can consult a counselor who specializes in concerns
that many people cannot talk about to those close to them, such as
concerns about personal relationships and unexpected problems.
The counselor protects your conﬁdentiality. With the support of a
specialist, clarify your problem and look for a clue to solutions.

If so, you can use the 24/7 telephone consultation
service specializing in health and mental problems.
You can ask for advice on a wide range of issues,
from health management issues, such as I have a
high fever but I live alone or I was injured while
being out, to anxiety about attending the University.
https://www.toyo.ac.jp/academics/student-support/support/mental/

https://www.toyo.ac.jp/academics/student-support/support/soudan/

Scholarships and
awards

Career Support Office
Job hunting and
Career Support

Student Hotline
Health and Mental Support 24

Education Career
Support Office

Scholarship programs

When should I begin to think about job hunting?

I want to become a teacher.

I want to apply for a scholarship.

Toyo University provides students with job hunting
and career development support by oﬀering information about internships and job openings and providing
individualized consultation services. Even if you are a
ﬁrst- or second-year student and cannot clearly imagine
your future career, let s begin by searching for clues
to further consideration together with our staﬀ.
https://www.toyo.ac.jp/academics/career/vp/

Consultants with long experience in school education can clear up your doubts and answer your
questions in a wide variety of ﬁelds. The oﬃce
has many valuable materials, including past questions from teacher employment exams. The staﬀ
provide full support for students who aim to
become teachers.
https://www.toyo.ac.jp/academics/ks/about/

Toyo University has its own scholarship programs to
prevent students from having to discontinue their studies
at the University for ﬁnancial reasons. Various scholarship
programs are available, including those for students who
have achieved academic excellence and those designed
to help students who face ﬁnancial diﬃculty in continuing
to attend the University for family reasons.
https://www.toyo.ac.jp/academics/student-support/award/

Information
Technology
Portal for the ToyoNet
Campus Information System
I want to check class information and various
announcements.
This portal oﬀers you information about the information
system that is necessary for your studies and campus
life. You can check what PC classrooms are open for
private-study use, and use the class support system, the
email system, and the class registration system.
https://www.toyo.ac.jp/toyonet/ top/

!

In response to the spread of the new coronavirus disease,
the schedule for school events from April (including
enrollment and promotion procedures, class registration,
and classes) has been changed. Changes in the schedule
will be announced on Toyo University s oﬃcial website,
so be sure to check the latest information.
https://www.toyo.ac.jp/news/top/2020031301/

Offering information helpful for campus life

AY2020 Issues of TOYO UNIVERSITY NEWS
「TOYO UNIVERSITY NEWS」designed to oﬀer the latest information about Toyo University to current students and their
parents or guardians（guarantors）. In AY2020, three issues̶July, December and March issues̶are planned to be published.
Each issue will be sent to students guarantors and can be picked up from pamphlet racks. Back numbers can be browsed
on the University s oﬃcial website. Use the newsletter to obtain information helpful for campus life.
The photos below are from last academic year s back numbers.

July issue
Planned articles
□ Know More about the Founder:
Thoughts of Enryo Inoue

□ Special Feature on How to Spend the Summer
(short-term study abroad programs, etc.)

□ Be Global (including a dialogue between
students who have studied abroad)

□ Alumni Report

□ Professor Scope, and more

December issue
Planned articles
□ In Preparation for Hakone Ekiden
□ Campus Festival Report

□ Toyo Universityʼs Initiatives to Achieve
the SDGs

□ Alumni Report

□ Professor Scope, and more

March issue
Planned articles
□ New Building at the Akabanedai Campus
Completed

□ Hakone Ekiden Report

□ Looking Back at the past four Years
□ Alumni Report

□ Professor Scope, and more

Check the newsletter back numbers
packed with information helpful
for campus life
The back numbers of the newsletter are posted
on the University s oﬃcial website.
https://www.toyo.ac.jp/en/about/gakuhou2/

Request for fundraising support
for Toyo University’s education and
research cooperation

TOYO UNIVERSITY NEWS

—Japanese Edition—
The Japanese edition of TOYO UNIVERSITY NEWS is
available on the University s oﬃcial website. To
read the Japanese edition, access the web page below.
https://www.toyo.ac.jp/ja-jp/about/gakuhou2/

In view of the future of Japan and the world, Toyo University aims
to establish itself as an advanced intellectual hub and strives to
foster human resources who can play an important role in the
international community. For this purpose, the University has set up
a website to share related information and request donations to
raise funds for the University s education and research cooperation.
The website can be accessed at the URL on the right.
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